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Abstract—How to design an energy-efficient algorithm to max-
imize the network lifetime in complicated scenarios is a critical
problem for heterogeneous wireless sensor networks (HWSN).
In this paper, a clustering-tree topology control algorithm based
on the energy forecast (CTEF) is proposed for saving energy
and ensuring network load balancing, while considering the link
quality, packet loss rate, etc. In CTEF, the average energy of the
network is accurately predicted per round (the lifetime of the
network is denoted by rounds) in terms of the difference between
the ideal and actual average residual energy using central limit
theorem and normal distribution mechanism, simultaneously. On
this basis, cluster heads are selected by cost function (including
the energy, link quality and packet loss rate) and their distance.
The non-cluster heads are determined to join the cluster through
the energy, distance and link quality. Furthermore, several non-
cluster heads in each cluster are chosen as the relay nodes
for transmitting data through multi-hop communication to de-
crease the load of each cluster-head and prolong the lifetime
of the network. The simulation results show the efficiency of
CTEF. Compared with low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy
(LEACH), energy dissipation forecast and clustering management
(EDFCM) and efficient and dynamic clustering scheme (EDCS)
protocols, CTEF has longer network lifetime and receives more
data packets at base station.

Index Terms—Heterogeneous wireless sensor networks
(HWSN), energy estimation, topology control, multi-hop
communication, clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION

HETEROGENEOUS wireless sensor network (HWSN) is
a wireless ad hoc network which is consisted of a large

number of different types of sensor nodes. Unlike homoge-
neous WSN, nodes are randomly deployed in the monitored
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area, which are equipped with extremely different energy.
Heterogeneity can sharply increase the average delivery rate
and the network lifetime if nodes are deployed as an effective
network[1]. Therefore, HWSN has more realistic and broader
applications than homogeneous WSN. However, due to the
irreplaceability of nodes and the limitations[2], one of the
major challenges is how to effectively use the energy and
extend the network lifetime in such a complex heterogeneous
network[3−5].

Topology control is one of the most important techniques
used for reducing energy consumption and maintaining net-
work connectivity[1]. For topology control, there are many
reactive and proactive techniques in WSN. Recently, cluster-
ing technology has already been proven that it has certain
advantages in energy efficiency and scalability[6−7], e.g., low-
energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH)[8]. Specially,
stable election protocol (SEP)[9] and distributed energy effi-
cient clustering (DEEC)[10] are proposed for heterogeneous
network. But the previously proposed algorithms still have
issues as follows: 1) Lacking consideration of more compli-
cated scenarios, e.g., the link quality and packet loss rate;
2) Lacking consideration of the distance among the clusters
during the cluster-head selection; 3) Lacking consideration of
the overload problem of cluster-head. In many scenarios, we
have to face such a complicated real networks which suffer
from the resource limitations that the traditional method cannot
be suitable for them. Thus, we focus on how to design an
energy-efficient algorithm or protocol for HWSN to maximize
the network lifetime while considering the link quality, packet
loss rate and any other complex scenarios.

In this paper, a clustering-tree topology control algorithm
based on energy forecast (CTEF) is introduced for HWSN in
order to solve the problem how to save energy and ensure
the network load balancing. In HWSN, forecasting the energy
consumption per round during the network lifetime and the
actual lifespan of network is much more difficult than ho-
mogeneous WSN. We propose CTEF algorithm for solving
this problem in an efficient way in terms of the estimated
difference between the ideal average residual energy and the
actual average residual energy to obtain the average energy
of network at the next round. The cluster heads are selected
depending on the synthesized cost function and their distance,
while the clusters are formed by combining with the factors
of the energy, distance and link quality. Moreover, to reduce
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the burden of the cluster-head, several non-cluster head nodes
in each cluster are chosen as the relay nodes for transmitting
data through multi-hop communication. The performance of
CTEF is evaluated and found better than other typical proto-
cols and algorithms via simulation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present related work on clustering algorithms for HWSN.
Section III describes the heterogeneous model for wireless
sensor network. Furthermore, a clustering tree topology al-
gorithm based on energy forecast is proposed in detail and
our simulation results show the performance of the proposed
algorithm in Sections IV and V, respectively. Finally, we
conclude our paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Clustering scheme is one of the most typical ways for topol-
ogy control in WSN. Most of cluster-based algorithms always
adopt data fusion scheme and pursue clustering objectives[6]

such as load balancing, fault-tolerance, increasing connectivity,
reducing time delay, maximizing network longevity, etc.. In the
past few years, LEACH[8] and its improved algorithms were
presented as one of the most well-known distributed cluster-
based topology control algorithm with scalability and energy
conservation in WSN. However, it may not be suitable for
heterogeneity because of its ideal network model[11].

Recently, quite a lot of energy-oriented algorithms for
HWSN are proposed. For instance, energy efficient heteroge-
neous clustered (EEHC) algorithm is proposed based on the
three-level network model in [7], which is composed of super
nodes, advanced nodes and ordinary nodes. EEHC utilizes the
best number of clusters calculation method proposed from
LEACH, and it selects cluster heads by residual energy of
nodes and weighted probability mechanism. Then the non-
cluster head nodes are attracted by the cluster heads to form
clusters and the network begins to transmit data. Zhou et
al.[12] propose a clustering protocol energy dissipation forecast
and clustering management (EDFCM) based on the two-level
network composed of super nodes and ordinary nodes. Similar
to EEHC, the method for calculating the best number of
clusters from LEACH is also cited by EDFCM. Furthermore,
a mathematical model of energy consumption is proposed to
compute the weighted probability of node for selecting cluster-
head by residual energy and the approximate average energy
consumption at the next round of network lifetime. However,
the approximate average energy consumption at the next round
of network is likely to cause deviation in practice because it
is an ideal energy value.

An efficient and dynamic clustering scheme (EDCS) is
proposed for multi-level heterogeneous wireless sensor net-
works in [11]. EDCS determines the probability of node
to be a cluster-head through estimating the average residual
energy of the network in the next round by average energy
consumption forecast according to ideal state and the reference
value of historical energy consumption, simultaneously. Anal-
ogous universal gravitation is introduced to ensure non-cluster
head nodes join cluster in terms of gravitation during cluster
formation. Kuila et al.[13] propose a load balancing method

based on genetic algorithms. Sensor nodes are regarded as
the chromosome number and the chromosomes are assigned
to the corresponding gateway. Also, the standard deviation
of load is utilized to determine whether the node is with
load balancing. Dabirmoghaddam et al.[14] propose an optimal
uniform clustering (OUC) for prolonging the network lifetime
and strengthening the network scalability. In OUC, the gen-
eral problem of optimal clustering with arbitrary cluster-head
selection is demonstrated to be NP-hard. Sensor nodes form
clusters in a distributed manner using a probabilistic cluster-
head selection.

The main difference between what we mentioned in above
and our solution described in the following lies in network
model. We use more general network model with multi-
level heterogeneous features, which means we need to further
take into account more complicated and actual factors and
situations. As a clustering-tree topology control scheme, CTEF
has advantages both from the clustering and tree algorithms.
Energy consumption can be predicted more accurately in each
round during the network lifetime, which results to be more
reasonable for cluster-head selection and cluster formation.
In addition, to avoid excessive energy consumption from the
cluster-head, several non-cluster head nodes are chosen to be
the relay node to further reduce the burden of each cluster-
head. That is why CTEF with multi-hop communication can
have longer lifetime.

III. HETEROGENEOUS MODEL FOR WSN

A. Types of Heterogeneity and Impact on WSN

Unlike homogeneous WSN, there are many special features
in HWSN. Generally, the common types of heterogeneity in
WSN are classified as follows[7, 15]:

1) Computational heterogeneity: Different nodes have dif-
ferent capabilities to store information or deal with emergent
events. Some super or advanced nodes have more powerful
processor and memory than any other normal nodes. With
high performance hardware, these nodes which own powerful
computational capabilities can provide more and more ability
for data storage and complex data processing, e.g., data fusion
is executed when the node receives a large number of data at
the same time.

2) Link heterogeneity: With similarity to the computational
heterogeneity, due to the powerful electronic devices, some
nodes have more channels, higher bandwidth and longer com-
munication distance than normal nodes. So they can provide
more reliable and robust data transmission network.

3) Energy heterogeneity: It is the most important and key
point in these three common types of heterogeneity. Com-
putational heterogeneity and link heterogeneity always lead to
consuming more energy than nodes in homogenous network so
that their lifetime will fall down quickly. Energy heterogeneity
can be represented as which nodes are equipped with different
times of energy virtually.

In homogeneous WSN, each node has the same com-
putational and communication capability, initial energy, and
dissipates equivalent energy per round. However, the practical
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WSN is always composed of multiple sensors which are given
different processing capabilities and initial energy. Each node
has multi-level power options such that it consumes different
energy per round in the normal working time depending on
its current power level. Also, the link quality and packet loss
rate should be taken into account for HWSN firstly because it
could easily exist in such a complicated wireless situation.
In addition, the interference can happen among nodes and
clusters. Thus, the heterogeneous WSN with limitations is
more suitable for research and more approximated to actual
network.

B. Network Model

Assume that N sensor nodes, which are all different from
each other, are dispersed uniformly in an M × M square
region. Besides, it has some features as follows:

1) Each node is equipped with a different initial energy over
the interval of [E0, E0(1 + λ)], where E0 is the lower bound
and parameter λ is a constant (λ > 0), which determines the
value of the maximal initial energy;

2) The communication cost is different between nodes, and
link quality and packet loss rate are arbitrary values in the
interval of (0, 1];

3) The non-cluster heads cannot be allowed to communicate
with the base station (BS) directly, only the cluster-head can
send data directly to the base station;

4) The fusion strategies are executed by the cluster-head
to aggregate correlated data before transmitting to the base
station;

5) The distance between nodes is calculated by the received
signal strength indicator (RSSI);

6) The interference can be neglected by using CSMA/CA
in MAC layer.

7) The sink node is located at the center of region, and it
is not restricted by energy, etc.

C. Energy Model

In this paper, we use the same radio energy dissipation
model that was proposed in [8]:

ECH = lEelec

(
N

k
− 1

)
+ lEDA

N

k
+ lEelec + lξmpd4

toBS ,

(1)

EnonCH = lEelec + lξfsd
2
toCH , (2)

where ECH and EnonCH denote the energy dissipated within
the cluster-head and non-cluster head during a round when
sending l bits message respectively, Eelec is the energy dis-
sipated per bit to run the transmitter or the receiver, EDA is
the data aggregation cost spent in the clusters, ξfs and ξmp is
the transmitting and amplifying parameter, k is the number of
clusters, N is the number of sensor nodes, N/k denotes the
average number of nodes in a cluster, dtoBS is the average
distance between the cluster-head and the base station, and
dtoCH is the average distance between a cluster member and
its cluster-head.

If the N nodes are uniformly distributed in the M × M
square area, dtoBS and dtoCH can be shown respectively[16]:

dtoBS =
∫

M2

√
x2 + y2

1
M2

dM2 = 0.3825M, (3)

dtoCH =

√∫∫
(x2 + y2)ρ(x, y)dxdy =

M√
2πk

. (4)

IV. CTEF ALGORITHM

Our proposed algorithm CTEF aims to find an effective
way for HWSN to save energy consumption and prolong the
network lifetime. We can clearly see from Fig. 1 that the CTEF
is mainly divided into four parts, i.e., the average energy of
the network estimation, the cluster-head selection, the cluster
formation and tree formation within cluster.

Fig. 1. The flow chart of CTEF algorithm.

A. Average Energy of Network Estimation

Due to the limitations from node itself, how to effec-
tively use energy is one of the most important issues in
the heterogeneous wireless networks. Generally, the average
energy estimation is conducive to reduce the transmission of
messages and decrease the energy consumption. In this paper,
the average residual energy of network is estimated through
the ideal average residual energy, which needs the so-called
ideal lifetime.

Theorem 1. In the practical applications (the death of nodes
is not at the same time, which is different from the ideal sce-
narios), the network lifetime is longer than the so-called ideal
lifetime, i.e., R = ∆ET1

Eround1
+ ∆ET2

Eround2
+ · · ·+ ∆ET m

Eroundm
> Etotal

Eround

(m = 1, 2, . . .), where m is a variable and denotes that the
lifetime is divided into m phases by changing the number of
sensor nodes. Eroundm and ∆ETm are the energy consumption
of the network in each round and the network total energy
consumption at the m-th stage, respectively, Eround is the
ideal energy consumption per round and Etotal is the total
initial energy.
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Proof. The network is composed of N sensor nodes, each
node is equipped with a different initial energy over the
interval of [E0, E0(1 + λ)]. Thus, the total initial energy of
the heterogeneous network is given by:

Etotal =
N∑

i=1

E0(1 + λi) = E0

(
N +

N∑

i=1

λi

)
. (5)

Meanwhile, energy dissipated in every cluster during a
round can be obtained by (1) and (2), and the total energy
of the kopt clusters dissipated during a round [7, 12] is equal
to

Eround = koptEcluster

= kopt

[
ECH +

(
N

kopt
− 1

)
EnonCH

]

≈ [
N(2Eelec + EDA + ξfsd

2
toCH) + koptξmpd4

toBS

]
.

(6)

According to (6), we can easily know that the energy
consumption of each round is proportional to the number of
nodes.

Afterwards, the network lifetime Rlife can be calculated as
follows:

Rlife =
Etotal

Eround
. (7)

Equation (7) represents that Rlife is inversely proportional
to Eround with the same energy, which means the more
the energy consumption in each round, the less the network
lifetime. Without loss of generality, the network lifetime Rlife

is inversely proportional to the number of nodes.
If the initial total energy of the network Etotal can be

divided into m parts uniformly, which can be denoted by
∆ET , we have

Rlife =
Etotal

Eround
=

∆ET

Eround1
+

∆ET

Eround2
+ · · ·+ ∆ET

Eroundm
.

In the ideal environment, the energy consumption in each
round can be regarded as equal, and the so-called ideal lifetime
is

Rideallife =
∆ET

Eidealround1
+

∆ET

Eidealround2

+ · · ·+ ∆ET

Eidealroundm
= m

∆ET

Eidealround1
,

where Eideallife is the energy consumption of each round at
the ideal situation. Furthermore, the actual lifetime is

Ractuallife =
∆ET

Eactualround1
+

∆ET

Eactualround2

+ · · ·+ ∆ET

Eactualroundm
,

where Eactuallife is the energy consumption of each round at
the actual situation. It states that with the death of nodes, the
energy consumption of each round will be reduced, and the
lifetime will be increased. Then, we have

∆ET

Eactualroundi
>

∆ET

Eidealroundi
.

Therefore, with the decrease of the number of nodes, the
lifetime will increase in the practical applications, which is
longer than the so-called ideal network lifetime. The changes
of lifetime can be seen intuitively in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, the
actual network lifetime is r1 + r2 + r3, which is longer than
the so-called ideal network lifetime r1 + r2.

Fig. 2. Curve comparison chart between the so-called ideal lifetime
and the actual lifetime.

According to (5) and (7), we can obtain

Ēideal(r) =
1
N

Etotal

(
1− r

αRlife

)
, (8)

where Ēideal(r) is the ideal average residual energy of the
network in the r-th round, Rlife is the total lifetime and α is
a correction factor that satisfies α = 1 + 0.1λ + 0.001N .

Definition 1. e(r) is denoted as the difference between the
ideal average energy of the network and the actual average
energy of the network.

Lemma 1. Central limit theorem: suppose there are n mutu-
ally independent random variables, and n tends to infinity, then
its sub-sample mean is subject to the normal distribution[17].

Theorem 2. For wireless sensor networks, the mean of the
samples from the average energy difference between the ideal
and actual scenarios is subjected approximately to the normal
distribution.

Proof. Assume that Xe1 , Xe2 , . . . , Xek
denotes the energy

difference sequence, and E(Xei
) = µ, D(Xei

) = σ2.
According to lemma 1, there exists an arbitrary value of xe:

lim
k→∞

p





k∑
i=1

Xei
− kµ

√
kσ

≤ xe





=
1√
2π

∫ xe

−∞
e−

t2
2 dt. (9)

From (9), when the value of k is large, which k is the
number of the samples of energy difference,

∑k
i=1 Xer follows

the normal distribution N(kµ, kσ2), then by transforming we
can get

lim
c→∞

p





(

c∑
i=1

Xer

c − µ)
( σ√

c
) ≤ xe





=
1√
2π

∫ xe

−∞
e−

t2
2 dt, (10)
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where c is the number of sample nodes.
Equation (10) shows that the mean of the samples from

the energy difference 1
c

∑c
i=1 Xer

is subjected approximately
to the normal distribution N(µ, σ2

c ), which means that the
mean of energy difference sequence is similar to the normal
distribution. ¤

The average residual energy of the network Ēideal(r) is an
ideal estimation value which is not suitable in practice. So
in this paper, the difference between the ideal and the actual
average residual energy of the network is used to predict the
energy at the r-th round, which is given by

Ētotal(r) = Ēideal(r) + e(r), (11)

where e(r) is the difference between the ideal and the actual
average residual energy of the network, as defined in Definition
1. The mean of the sub-sample u′ is subjected approximately
to the normal distribution, which means µ′ ∼ N(µ̄′, σ2).

µ̄′ =
µ′1 + µ′2 + · · ·+ µ′k

k
, (12)

σ2 =
(µ̄′ − µ′1)

2 + (µ̄′ − µ′2)
2 + · · ·+ (µ̄′ − µ′k)2

k
, (13)

where µ̄′ is the expectation and σ2 is the variance.
At the first and the second round, both differences e(1)

and e(2) can be obtained directly. But they cannot compose
the normal distribution because of few numbers. So firstly,
suppose that the energy difference e(r) follows the normal
distribution. Then we can get a confidence interval to select
eight numbers randomly and compose a sample with e(1)
and e(2). Secondly, three samples among C3

10 cases existed
are extracted to get the mean of the samples u′, respectively.
Furthermore, we can obtain a normal distribution about the
mean of the sample according to Theorem 2 and calculate the
energy difference e(r) at the next round through a confidence
interval. Finally, when the round r is larger than 10, samples
can be extracted directly to get the mean sequence, and the
energy difference e(r) at the r-th round can be predicted to
calculate the average residual energy of the network.

B. Cluster-head Selection

To have network load balancing and prolong the lifetime as
far as possible, we combine three factors (i.e., node energy,
link quality and packet loss rate) which are called the cost to
evaluate the node performance comprehensively. The selection
mechanism is based on the complexity of the actual network.
The best nodes are selected as the cluster-head by cost
function. The cost function is given by

C =
1

β( Eres
Ētotal(r)

) + (plink + ( 1
ploss

)) · (1−β)
2

, (14)

where β is the weighted coefficient and β ∈ (0, 1), Eres is the
residual energy of the node, plink is the link quality, ploss is
the packet loss rate, plink, ploss ∈ (0, 1]. And plink is inversely
proportional to ploss, which means if the link quality is higher,
the packet loss rate is lower. Equation (14) shows that the node
which has more energy, higher link quality and lower packet

loss rate, will be more likely to be selected as the cluster-
head. Compared to other nodes, these cluster heads will have
more available energy, while their rate of transmitting data
will be higher. Meanwhile, the remaining nodes collect data
in their monitoring region as the member of each cluster. So
the network performance will be better.

In this paper, the method of N -order nearest neighbor in
[18] is cited to get kopt, which means the optimal number
of clusters. After cluster-head selection, the distance lch−ch

among cluster heads need to be computed. Owing to the
randomly uniformly distribution of the sensor nodes, if the
distance among cluster heads is short, more nodes will be
judged to join the cluster, which will consume more energy.
Therefore, if lch−ch > L1, where L1 is a parameter, cluster
heads are retained to be the cluster-head. Otherwise, other
nodes are searched to replace the cluster-head which has a
lower cost value.

C. Cluster Formation

After the node has been selected as the cluster-head, it
needs to broadcast message to other nodes in the network and
waits for response. Generally, the cluster-head can be seen at
the center of the cluster region because the communication
range of nodes is always a circle. Once each non-cluster head
node receives invitation messages from multiple cluster heads,
it computes the distance d(i, j) between the sender and the
receiver based on the receiver signal strength indicator (RSSI).
In order to help cluster formation, a method is introduced to
guide the non-cluster head nodes to choose the most suitable
cluster-head, which depends on the energy in cluster-head, the
link quality between the cluster-head and the non-cluster head
nodes, and the distance d(i, j). Then we have

F (i, j, r) =
Ej

resplink

d(i, j)
, (15)

where F (i, j, r) is the value between the cluster-head j and
the non-cluster head nodes i in the r-th round, Ej

res is the
residual energy of the cluster-head j in the r-th round, plink

is the link quality between nodes, and d(i, j) is the distance
between i and j.

Equation (15) shows that if a cluster-head owns more
residual energy Ej

res and higher link quality between the
cluster-head and the non-cluster head nodes, it will be more
likely to attract a non-cluster head node to join. Likewise, the
distance d(i, j) can also be used to determine which cluster
to join for the non-cluster head node. It means that the longer
distance between the cluster-head and the non-cluster head
nodes, the less possibility the non-cluster head nodes to join.

D. Tree Formation within Cluster

Clustering algorithm is still in line with the purpose of load
balancing. However, if a cluster has too many members, the
cluster-head will consume too much energy to bear more loads
to communicate with the cluster members. So a way to search
transferring nodes (these nodes will be executing data fusion)
from cluster members is proposed which can construct a tree
in the cluster. It aims to reduce the energy consumption and
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prolong the lifetime because of sharing the load of cluster
heads. The mathematical expression can be denoted by

z = min(∆E) = minσ2
∆E

= min

(
1
x

x∑

i=1

(
Ei

res − Ētotal(r)
)2

)
, (16)

where z is an objective function, x is the number of cluster
members. The final purpose served by (16) is to balance the
energy consumption in clusters and all the nodes can be dead
at the same time possibly. It means that the residual energy
Ei

res needs to be equal to the network average energy Ētotal(r)
as much as possible in the r-th round.

On the other hand, after the cluster formation, a cluster-head
can be seen as the circle center and L2 is the radius to divide
the cluster area into two parts, i.e., a circle and an approximate
ring. It is shown in Fig. 3 (a), where L3 is the distance from
the cluster-head to the edge of cluster. Meanwhile, the cluster-
head is regarded as the original point of cross axis. The cross
axis divides the cluster area into four regions, like I, II, III and
IV, which is illustrated in Fig. 3 (b). Then in the regions (I1,
I2, II1, II2, III1, III2, IV1 and IV2), appropriate relay nodes
are searched through (17) respectively to receive the messages
from others and transmit to the cluster-head.

Fig. 3. Division of area about tree formation within cluster.

ω =
γ

Eres
+

1− γ

v

v∑

i=1

(di − diCH)2, (17)

where γ is a weighted variable, v is the number of nodes in
each region, di is the distance between nodes, diCH is the
distance between nodes and the cluster-head. 1

v

∑v
i=1(di −

diCH)2 is a variance of the distance, which means that the
lower variance of node i, the more uniform distribution around
the node i. From (17), we can see that if a node has more
energy and less distance variance to the cluster-head, it will
be more likely to become a relay node.

Algorithm 1. Pseudo-code of the CTEF algorithm
Require: A HWSN is represented by graph G(V, E), N is the

number of nodes, A is the rectangle region of the HWSN, and e[r]
is the residual energy of the network at r-th round.

1. G(V, E) is initialized with N and A;
2. kopt is calculated by using N -order nearest neighbor;
3. while there exists an alive node
4. // Generate cluster heads
5. if r ≤ 2 then
6. Calculate e[r];
7. else if r ≥ 3 and r ≤ 10
8. Generate randomly e with length (10− r);
9. Calculate mean with any three samples;
10. Calculate e[r] using Theorem 2;
11. else
12. Calculate e[r] with its normal distribution;
13. end if
14. for i = 1 to n do
15. Calculate value of node(i) with (14);
16. end for
17. Sort the nodes’ values in descending order;
18. Switch the first kopt node(s) to cluster-head;
19. // Generate cluster
20. while ((u, v) ∈ E) and (i is not a cluster-head, j is a cluster-

head)
21. Calculate F (i, j, r) with equation (15);
22. if F (i, j, r) is shortest for any v then
23. i becomes a member of cluster with j;
24. end if
25. end while
26. // Generate tree in each cluster
27. for all u in the set of clusters
28. Divide cluster u into 8 parts;
29. Node v in each part becomes the relay node in terms of the

shortest value ω;
30. Connect the relay nodes with the shortest paths;
31. Connect the other nodes to v in each part;
32. end for
33. if node i is dead
34. Calculate kopt;
35. end if
36. end while

E. The Panorama of Proposed Algorithm and Its Analysis

As described in above, we have to design such a series
of complex processes to resolve energy consumption problem
for HWSN to prolong the network lifetime. The pseudo-code
is given in Algorithm CTEF to show the panorama of the
proposed algorithm. In addition, we prove the time complexity
of the CTEF is O(n2) through Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. The time complexity of the CTEF algorithm is
O(n2).

Proof. As discussed above, the CTEF mainly contains
4 phases: the average energy estimation, the cluster-head
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selection, the cluster formation and the tree formation within
the cluster. See pseudo-code of the CTEF, we only care about
the process with loop. In cluster-head selection, the time
complexity is determined by merge sort, which has the worst
time complexity O(n log n). On the other hand, in cluster
formation and tree formation within cluster phase, the time
complexity is subjected to the computational complexity of
F (i, j, r) and ω respectively, and both them have the worst
time complexity of order O(n2). The rest of the process
has time complexity at most O(n). Therefore, the final time
complexity of the CTEF algorithm is O(n2). ¤

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Parameters Setup

In this section, the performance of CTEF algorithm is
evaluated in the heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. As
shown in Table I, a network with n sensor nodes are randomly
distributed in a field with dimensions 100m×100m. Without
loss of generality, the base station is located at the center of
the sensing region, i.e., (50, 50). The detailed parameters are
given in the Table I.

TABLE I
NETWORK SIMULATION PARAMETERS SETUP

Parameters Value

Network size 100m× 100m

Node number 100, 200, 300, 400, 500

Base station (sink node) (50, 50)

Initial energy 0.5 J

Eelec 50 nJ/bit

EDA 5 nJ/bit

εfs 10 pJ/bit/m2

εmp 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4

λ 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0

β [0, 1]

γ 0.5

L1, L2 (0, 70]

Due to the energy limitation, the lifetime is the one of
the most important performance criteria to verify whether the
proposed algorithm is useful. So, we take into account the
influence of network lifetime within different number of nodes
and energy parameter λ (set multi-level energy via λ) using
the CTEF to compare with LEACH, EDFCM and EDCS.
Moreover, similar with performance of energy, throughput,
i.e., number of data packets received at the base station is
also considered to evaluate our proposed algorithm. On the
other hand, there are some sensitive parameters in CTEF which
should be analyzed carefully because it may influence the
simulation results. The heterogeneity and practical scenarios
make the experiments more complicated. Therefore, we not
only discuss the impact of the distance parameters L1 and L2

respectively, but also care about the influence of link quality
and packet loss rate. In addition, analyzing the parameters of
Algorithm 1, we even discuss the performance of our proposed
algorithm within different lifetime (i.e., time for first node to
die and time for all nodes to die).

B. Analysis of Sensitivity Parameters

In order to keep simulation results objective and effective,
i.e., random uncertain factors, the average result is evaluated
by multiple experiments with λ = 2.0. Figs. 4 and 5 show
the influence about the link quality and packet loss rate by
changing the weighted coefficient β. Fig. 4 denotes the time
for all nodes to die. With the increase of energy weighted
coefficient, the network lifetime is reducing slowly, which can
be inferred that the link quality and packet loss rate can affect
the network. And with nodes increasing, the network lifetime
is also greater. Fig.5 shows the time for the first node to die.
We can see that the weighted coefficient has a little effect on
the time for the first node to die. However, it has much more
effect on the time for all nodes to die. Therefore, to satisfy
optimal network lifetime, β is set to different value within
interval of [0, 1] depending on the different number of nodes
in the network. For example, we define that β is 0.3 when N
is 100; β is 0.5 when N is 200, etc.

Fig. 4. The time for all nodes to die under different weighted
coefficient.

Fig. 5. The time for the first node to die under different weighted
coefficient.

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the impact of distance L1 among
cluster heads on the network lifetime with different nodes.
From Fig. 6, which shows the time for all nodes to die, we
can see that the curve presents the following trends with the
increasing distance L1: stable, rising and stable. It means
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that when L1 is in the interval of (0, 20), the curve of the
time for all nodes to die keeps smooth basically; when L1

is larger than 20, the lifetime increases gradually; at last,
the lifetime fluctuates in a small interval with the distance
increasing. Meanwhile, the curve of the time for all nodes
to die rises as the network density increases. But when the
density is higher, the increased lifetime is not significant. This
is because that the distance among cluster heads reduces the
energy consumption of the network up to a certain extent, but
the distance comparison between cluster heads will consume
some energy when the network density increases.

Fig. 6. The time for all nodes to die under different L1.

Fig. 7. The time for the first node to die under different L1.

In Fig. 7, it can be found that the time for the first node to die
increases slowly at first and decreases gradually later with the
distance L1 increasing. The time for the first node to die will
reduce when the number of nodes increases. This is because
that the load of the cluster-head increases with the number of
cluster members increasing when more nodes are distributed
in the sensing region which leads to the nodes dying earlier.

Figs. 8 and 9 denote the impact of the circle radius L2 on the
network lifetime with different nodes. Fig. 8, which represents
the time for all nodes to die, shows that the lifetime increases
a little bit with the radius increasing. Fig. 9 shows that the
time for the first node to die remains steady within a certain
distance and later the lifetime decreases with the distance
increasing. This is because that both the cluster-head and the
relay nodes transmit more messages and consume more energy
which will shorten the node lifetime. And the curvature in

Fig.9 becomes smaller gradually when the distance is larger
which can be predicted that the time for the first node to die
will be unchanged if the distance increases again.

Fig. 8. The time for all nodes to die under different L2.

Fig. 9. The time for the first node to die under different L2.

C. Performance Evaluation

In this paper, the performance of the CTEF algorithm is
verified through comparing with LEACH, EDFCM and EDCS
algorithms in the network lifetime and the number of data
packets received at the base station. Figs. 10 and 11 show
the simulation results of the nodes N = 100 and N = 200
respectively. As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, we can find it
is helpful to prolong the network lifetime with all these
algorithms by increasing λ, where λ is set from 0.5 to 4.0
respectively. On the other hand, these two figures also show
that the network lifetime of CTEF is longer than other three
algorithms regardless of how λ changes. Furthermore, the net-
work lifetime of N = 200 is greater than the lifetime of node
N = 100, and the rate increases when the energy parameter
λ is gradually increasing, apparently. This is because that
more nodes deployed can be regarded as increasing the total
energy of the network, it also brings a burden to the cluster
heads during their communications which will consume more
energy. Meanwhile, the additional energy consumption can
be regarded as increasing energy requirement under certain
circumstances. However, by increasing λ, total network energy
increases. And the increased energy is further greater than the
additional energy consumption, which makes more available
energy and prolongs the network lifetime.
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Fig. 10. All nodes die with different λ (N = 100).

Fig. 11. All nodes die with different λ (N = 200).

Fig. 12 shows the network lifetime with the number of nodes
of 100, where λ = 1.5 and each node is randomly equipped
with an initial energy in the interval of [E0, 2.5E0] to make up
the heterogeneous multi-level network. From Fig. 12, it shows
that the LEACH protocol is only suitable for homogeneous
network, i.e., it can obtain good communication efficiency
in the homogeneous environment, but cannot perform very
well in the multi-level heterogeneous network. The EDFCM
protocol has much longer steady stage of communication than
LEACH which is the period from the beginning of network
lifetime to the time when the first node dies. Similar with
EDFCM, the EDCS protocol has much longer steady stage
of communication, but both of them cannot use the node
energy efficiently in the later communications which is also
called unstable period. Compared with LEACH, EDFCM and
EDCS, our proposed CTEF is better in terms of the network
lifetime, and its network lifetime decreases relatively slowly
as compared to other algorithms. It means that CTEF uses
the unstable period efficiently which is very critical, because
under the real network environment, it is possible that some
nodes will be dead at any time owing to unexpected events.

As we said before, we have known that our CTEF has longer
lifetime to meet the purpose of saving energy and prolonging
the network lifespan. Furthermore, because the cluster-head
selection and cluster formation is associated with the link
quality and packet loss rate, we want to see whether the link
quality and packet loss rate can affect the network lifetime.
From Fig. 13, we find that there is almost no effect on the
network lifetime within the scenarios of different link quality
and packet loss rate in CTEF.

Fig. 12. The network lifetime (N = 100).

Fig. 13. The impact of link quality and packet loss rate on lifetime
with different λ.

Finally, we pay attention to data packets which are received
at base station (BS) under all kinds of these protocols. Fig. 14
and 15 show the numbers of data packets received from
the cluster-head by the BS during the lifetime with different
node density of the network respectively. CTEF is better than
other three protocols which are shown in Fig. 14, when the
parameter λ is small. However, once λ is greater than 3.5, it
will be lower than EDCS because the growth rate of CTEF
is less than EDCS’s. Fig. 15, i.e., where the number of sensor
nodes N = 200, shows that the data packets received by BS in
CTEF are much greater than the others, and their number does
not grow exponentially compared to Fig. 14. This is because
that there exists more redundant information which needs to
be compressed or fused by the cluster-head with the network
density increasing, and CTEF uses the unstable period better

Fig. 14. Packets received in BS (N = 100).
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Fig. 15. Packets received in BS (N = 200).

and prolong the network lifetime which increases the sent
information.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, CTEF, a clustering-tree topology control
algorithm based on the energy forecast is proposed for het-
erogeneous wireless sensor networks. It solves the problem
of energy consumption through considering the energy and
link heterogeneity. The network average energy at the next
round is estimated by the difference between the ideal and the
actual average energy, while the energy difference is computed
by the central limit theorem and the normal distribution. The
cluster-head is selected by the cost which is expressed by the
residual energy, link quality and packet loss rate. Moreover,
the selected cluster heads are adjusted by considering the
distance between cluster heads, and we also consider the
residual energy and link reliability, etc., to guide the cluster
formation. Finally, CTEF searches the relay nodes within the
cluster to transmit data to reduce the burden of the cluster-
head. Simulation results show that CTEF is efficient for
heterogeneous wireless sensor networks, and its performance
about lifetime and throughput is better than LEACH, EDFCM
and EDCS protocols.
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